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Introduction: Random bombardment by cometary 

and asteroidal materials shape and alter the surface of 
the Moon as well as other planetary surfaces. These 
impacts form craters and cause surface disturbances 
many crater diameters away from the primary impact 
point [1]. Observations from the Lunar Reconnaissance 
Orbiter Camera (LROC) provide our first detailed look 
at secondary disturbances from small impactors (re-
sulting craters <50 m diameter).  

Temporal Dataset: LROC has acquired over a 
million Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) images of illu-
minated terrain. From this collection, 14,092 are ob-
servations of regions of the Moon where previous 
NAC observations with similar lighting geometry exist 
(i.e. incidence angle difference <3°, incidence angle < 
50°, and nadir pointing). These before and after image 
pairs, called temporal pairs, enable the search for a 
range of surface changes, including new impact cra-
ters, secondary disturbances, and mass wasting events 
that formed between the time the first and second im-
ages are acquired. 

Primary and Secondary Impacts: NAC temporal 
pair observations revealed 222 new impact craters 
ranging in size from 1.5 to 43 m [1]. In addition, im-
pact flashes observed using Earth-based telescopes 
also helped locate two new craters that formed on 17 
March 2013 and 11 September 2013 [2-4]. Robinson et 
al. [2], documented the 17 March impact site and 
found 248 splotches, which refers to a surface reflec-
tance change (either an increase or decrease) that lacks 
a visible rim. These splotches ranged in size from 2 to 
22 m, extended away from the impact site to at least 30 
km, and were not present in images acquired in the 
region just prior to the impact event [2]. Additionally, 
some of the splotches were asymmetric in shape and 
pointed back to the 18 m primary crater. This indicates 
that the splotches most likely formed by ejecta travel-
ing from the main impact site and not from a stream of 
associated fragments traveling with the bolide that 
formed the main crater [2]. 

 Using the 14,092 NAC temporal pairs, we discov-
ered over 47,000 new splotches on the Moon. As with 
the 17 March impact site, we observe clusters of 
splotches near all of the new impact craters that are 10 
m in diameter and larger. This suggests that many of 
the splotches from as a result of ejecta from larger, 
nearby impact events. The remaining splotch popula-
tion is most likely the result of lone secondaries from 
unidentified parent craters as well as small primary 

impacts that create unresolved craters (<~3 NAC pix-
els).  

Reflectance and Morphologic Properties: Of the 
over 47,000 splotches discovered, a majority (90.7%) 
of the splotches exhibit a lower reflectance (-4%) than 
the same region in the before images, while 7.4% show 
an increase in surface reflectance (+10%) (Fig. 1). The 
remaining 1.9% of splotches have mixed reflectance 
patterns. 

While some splotches may contain small primary 
impact craters that are not resolvable in NAC images, 
we interpret most to be the result of secondary ejecta 
modifying the surface. For the latter case, laboratory 
experiments by Schultz and Gault [5] show that sec-
ondary impacts of loose clusters of regolith create a 
hummocky and pitted surface. These rough surfaces 
surrounded by a subdued rim with a depth:D ratio of 
1:30. At the NAC scale, these clustered impacts sites 
might be seen as areas with increased surface rough-
ness and lacking a resolvable rim. This morphology is 
consistent with the observations of splotches, which 
are characterized by only a subtle reflectance change.  

Given such shallow excavation, many of the 
splotches would only churn the upper few cm of rego-
lith (mature zone), which would have similar maturity 
and thus optical maturity properties to the regolith at 
the surface. Immature regolith would only be exposed 
in the cases where there was only a thin (few cm) ma-
ture layer. This is consistent with our observations, 
which indicate that high reflectance splotches are typi-
cally present in areas where a thin layer of mature reg-
olith might be expected, such as along steep slopes 
(>15°) and near young craters that have resurfaced the 
surrounding terrain (Fig. 1).  

For low-albedo surfaces, such as the Moon, the 
slope of the phase-function is dependent on the com-
position, porosity and roughness of the surface [6]. 
Using images acquired at various phase angles of the 
same area, we examined phase-ratio images covering a 
series of new splotches. From the phase-ratio images, 
we find the slope of the phase function for the splotch-
es is steeper than the surrounding terrain and is con-
sistent with an increased surface roughness (i.e. such 
as one created from a hummocky and pitted surface).  

Formation Rate: To date, the NAC has reimaged 
2.93×106 km2 (6.6%) of the Moon with a period of 176 
to 1241 days between each of the 14,082 temporal ob-
servations. To compute a normalized area that can be 
used to derive a formation rate, we scaled the area cov-
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ered by each temporal pair by its temporal gap (Sur-
face area × Time between observations). We then nor-
malize it by a year period and computed the sum from 
all the temporal pairs resulting in an annual search area 
that can be used to evaluate the formation rate 
(Anorm=3.3×106 km2). 

Using this area as well as size statistics derived 
from measuring over 2.5×104 splotches, we computed 
an annual cumulative size frequency distribution (Fig. 
2). Since the spatial resolution varies in the temporal 
data set, a roll off occurs in the cumulative frequency 
plot for splotches < 10 m. However, we can resolve all 
splotches 10 m and larger at all pixel scales (50 cm to 
175 cm). Fitting a power law function to the distribu-
tion, enables us to estimate rates for splotches ≥ 10 m 
and extrapolate rates at finer scales. From this analysis 
we estimate that 1.09×105 splotches ≥ 10 m form 
across the entire Moon annually. Extrapolating the 
function down to smaller scales yields a annual rate of 
40.2±1.6 per km2 or 1.52×109 globally for splotches ≥ 
1.0 m. 

Gardening: Using a Monte Carlo model and the 
formation rate derived in the previous section, we can 
estimate the time span required to churn and rework 
the upper layer of regolith. If we assume a conserva-
tive depth:D ratio of 1:50 for these splotches [5], we 
estimate that 99% of the lunar surface would be effec-
tively churned at a depth of 20 cm with 10 m and larg-
er splotches after 1.0×107 yrs. Extrapolating the rate 
down to churning caused by meter size splotches 
yields a rate of 8.1×104 yrs for the upper 2 cm of rego-
lith. This is ~120× faster than the previous models that 
predicated reworking of the upper cm over a period of 
107 yrs from meteoritic impacts [7]. 

Future Observations: Throughout the remaining 
second extended science mission as well as future ex-
tended missions (if funded), the LROC team will con-
tinue to acquire and scan high resolution temporal 
pairs. From lower altitude observations (<100 cm, 
southern hemisphere), we will identify more small 
scale splotches (5-10 m in diameter), which will help 
refine the formation rate at this smaller scale. In addi-
tion, we will refine the contemporary cratering rate and 
the flux of small (>0.5 m) bolides in the inner solar 
system and study the distribution of splotches around 
new impact sites. These observations are not only an 
important scientific finding, but also a key engineering 
design concern for future long duration surface assets.  
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Fig. 1- Example of low (left column) and high (right 
column) reflectance splotch identified with NAC tem-
poral pairs. The top row consists of a pair of before 
images, the middle row is a pair of after images, and 
the bottom row is a ratio of the after/before observa-
tion. Each image is 250 m across. 

 

 
Fig. 2- Annual cumulative size frequency distribution 
of new splotches derived with temporal pairs with a 
power law fit overlaid. 
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